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Analysis

 In our project it was important to understand the 

demographic of who our group would be designing this 

training for.

 For example, the employees of the VMRC will be using 

computers to complete this education program with our e-

learning video designed using Microsoft PowerPoint and 

Adobe Presenter.

 Needed to come up with clear objectives for the training to 

meet the expectations of our client and the employees. This 

was done through a basic needs assessment.
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Design and Development

 Training is divided into 5 separate modules not including the 

Introduction, Objectives and Wrap-Up slide.

 Modules include:

1. Types and Causes of Back Injuries

2. Proper Lifting Techniques

3. Proper Use of Dollies and Carts

4. Personal Protective Equipment

5. Prevention of Injury
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Design and Development

 We chose this Module set-up to make it easier for employees 

to see what specific information they were meant to be 

learning at any given time during the education program.

 The design of the slides is presented in a way that there is not 

too much to read on the slide besides the main points. 

 Extra information is at the same time being presented by the 

narrator through audio.

 We chose to include bulleted and numbered lists to more 

easily identify the primary focus of each slide.

 The objectives slide clearly defines what employees are 

expected to learn throughout the training.
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Overview of Data Collection

 Primary Sources:

 Interview with Josh Ailsworth

 Tour of the VMRC facilities

 Secondary Sources (provided by Josh):

 Material-Handling Safety, OSHA training 

(Lesson Plan 5010a)

 Business and Legal Reports: Back Safety 

(PowerPoint Presentation)

 Business and Legal Reports: Lifting 

(Employee Handout)

 Business and Legal Reports: Back Safety 

(Trainer’s Guide)

 2 meetings at VMRC

 High School Diploma

 Have a computer lab with presenter

 Need an evaluation
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Recommendations to Client

 May be beneficial to the employees if they are given the 
Evaluation immediately upon completing the training and 
then once more after a period of 2-3 weeks to ensure 
retention of information.

 Using videos in the training could make the program more 
interactive and interesting for the employees and better 
demonstrate the various lifting techniques learned.

 New employees would benefit from shadowing a more 
experienced employee for a period of time.

 Regular reviews of employees would provide motivation and 
help ensure employee confidence in their work.

 Provide a worksheet checklist to employees that they can 
visually check off what they have learned and completed.


